INDUS TRIA L INDUS TRY

Industrial
Security Solutions
While every industrial business is unique, many share
similar operational challenges. From manufacturing to
construction, priorities include liability issues, inventory
loss, employee supervision and quality assurance. We
have the technology to address all this and more with
our unified commercial security platform.

WHAT MATTERS MOST
Ensuring Worker Safety
Monitor compliance with safety and health regulations,
especially with employees or delivery personnel working near
heavy machinery and storage shelving.

Improving Employee Management
Be confident that employees are showing up and leaving on
time, behaving appropriately, and doing their jobs efficiently.

Tracking Deliveries and Vendors
Keep tabs on deliveries, cleaning crews, grounds keepers and
anyone else accessing business locations.

Employees come to work late or leave early about 7.5 times per year, costing industrial
business roughly $1,500 annually.1
Our 24/7 video surveillance used in combination with our access control systems can
track employees coming and going while monitoring activity across every access
point in your business—helping cut costs over time.
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A SOLUTION FOR ANY APPLICATION

Safety Compliance

Delivery Management

Intrusion Detection

Monitor employees near heavy
machinery or hazardous areas by
setting virtual tripwires or ground
zones, then use automated actiontriggered clips to gather data that
helps optimize safety guidelines.

Your employees shouldn’t use on-theclock time answering doors for
deliveries. With access control, you can
buzz doors open remotely, assign
access codes, and restrict access to
secure areas.

Roughly 62% of industrial businesses
report remotely canceling false alarms is
a “very” valuable capability.2 Receive
alerts immediately when unusual activity
occurs at your business and quickly verify
if it’s a false alarm or real emergency.

OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATIONS
An All-In-One Solution
Keep track of it all on a single, intuitive interface with the Enterprise Dashboard
and view footage of your properties from anywhere, anytime with the easy-touse mobile app.

You’re in good company
More than 600,000 businesses rely on Alarm.com for Business technology to
protect properties, people, inventory, and more.

Nearly 65% of industrial businesses want alerts in real-time to draw
attention to unexpected activity. 3
Whether it’s unauthorized movement of products, people, vehicles,
or machinery, with the Alarm.com app you can be notified if
employees access unauthorized areas in your business or when any
unexpected activity occurs.
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